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	The practical guide to finding value and opportunity in large-cap stocks using investor behavior


	Large-Cap is an abbreviation of the term "large market capitalization" and refers to the stock of publicly traded companies with market capitalization values of roughly more than $10 billion, like Walmart, Microsoft, and Ford. Because of their size, the conventional view is that these companies do not present investors with an ability to be opportunistic. The Large-Cap Portfolio + Website argues that, contrary to popular perceptions, significant opportunities exist in these stocks.


	Written with a fluency that both the savvy amateur and professional investor will understand, the book fills a void in the market by offering the practitioner a methodology to identify and approach the major assumptions that underlie valuation, with an emphasis on issues that are more relevant to the analysis of large-cap stocks.

	
		Full of useful information on how to reap the rewards of stocks that most investors avoid
	
		Presents essential insights into understanding stock valuation
	
		Includes an actionable chapter devoted to portfolio management



	Packed with timely instruction, Large-Cap Portfolio gives readers invaluable insights and examples of how to build portfolios that will out-perform broad market benchmarks.
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Computer Viruses and Malware (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2006
Our Internet-connected society increasingly relies on computers.  As a result, attacks on computers from malicious software have never been a bigger concern. Computer Viruses and Malware draws together hundreds of sources to provide an unprecedented view of malicious software and its countermeasures. This book discusses both the...
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After Effects 7 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2006
Need to take your Adobe After Effects skills to the next level? Learn  After Effects the fast, efficient way! This Visual QuickPro Guide uses  illustrations and in-depth explanations. You’ll be a master in time!
 
  •    Takes a visual, task-based approach to teaching  After Effects, using pictures to guide you...
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Building iPhone and iPad Electronic Projects: Real-World Arduino, Sensor, and Bluetooth Low Energy Apps in techBASICO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Why simply play music or go online when you can use your iPhone or iPad for some really fun projects, such as building a metal detector, hacking a radio control truck, or tracking a model rocket in flight? Learn how to build these and other cool things by using iOS device sensors and inexpensive hardware such as Arduino and a...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Internals (Pro - Developer)Microsoft Press, 2009

Delve inside the core SQL Server engine—and put that knowledge to work—with guidance from a team of well-known internals experts. Whether database developer, architect, or administrator, you’ll gain the deep knowledge you need to exploit key architectural changes—and capture the product’s full potential.
...
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Inflammation in the Pathogenesis of Chronic Diseases: The COX-2 Controversy (Subcellular Biochemistry)Springer, 2007

	In this book, a worldwide panel of leading experts discuss the role of inflammation in the pathogenesis of major chronic diseases and the current controversy regarding risk versus benefit of selective cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitors. The authors provide exciting and enlightening perspectives on COX-2 and related molecular targets in the...
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Mobile Cloud Computing: Models, Implementation, and SecurityCRC Press, 2017

	Mobile Cloud Computing: Models, Implementation, and Security provides a comprehensive introduction to mobile cloud computing, including key concepts, models, and relevant applications. The book focuses on novel and advanced algorithms, as well as mobile app development.


	The book begins with an overview of mobile...
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